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1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings to be considered are associative, but need not have an identity 
element. A ring R is said to be a Jacobson ring if, in every homomorphic 
image of R, the Jacobson radical coincides with the prime radical. Equiv- 
alently every prime ideal of R is an intersection of primitive ideals, that is, 
is a semiprimitive ideal. A third alternative characterisation is that every 
prime ideal of R is an intersection of modular maximal right ideals of R, 
so that when R has an identity element, every prime ideal of R is an inter- 
section of maximal right ideals. 
If R is a commutative Jacobson ring, then R[xJ is also a commutative 
Jacobson ring. This result was proved by Goldman [3] and extended by 
Procesi [S] who discarded the commutativity condition and instead required 
R[x] to satisfy a polynomial identity. In this case every primitive ideal is a 
maximal (two-sided) ideal. The aim of this note is to prove that if R is a 
Jacobson ring, then so also is R[x]. The third characterisation of Jacobson 
rings given above is the one we shall make use of in the proof of our main 
theorem. 
2. JACOBSON RINGS 
We present in this section some general properties of the class of Jacobson 
rings. As a particular case of a result of Snider [6, Theorem 261 we know that 
the class of all Jacobson rings is a radical class and is the largest radical class 9 
such that p(R) n j(R) Z b(R) for every ring R, where p(R), j(R), and b(R) are 
the B, Jacobson, and prime (lower nil) radicals respectively of Ii. 
In general if B is a radical class it is of interest to know whether one can 
determine the g-radical of rings related to R in terms of the &radical of R. 
Cases of special interest are ideals of R, the usual extension of R by 2 to 
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obtain E a ring with an identity element, matrix rings over W and, of course, 
polynomial extensions of R. 
‘We shall use 9’ to denote the class of acobson rings and denote the 
p-radical of a ring R by p(R). 
hOPOSITION 1~ The class of Jacobson pings is ereditavy, that is, ideds 
of Jacobson rings are Jacobson rings. 
.Prooj. Let R be a Jacobson ring and 1 be an ideal of 22. If I is not 
Jacobson, then there is a prime ideal P bf I such that I/P has a nonzero 
Jacobson radical J/P say. Now P will be an ideal of R so consider the ring 
/P. In this quotient the prime radical coincides with the 
which contains J/P. Thus J/P is a lower nil radical ring and so contains a 
non-zero niipotent ideal. This contradicts the primeness of I? in I. Therefore d 
is a Jacobson ring and the proposition is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a kg and I an ideal of R. Then 
Pm = I n PW 
PYOO~. This follows immediately from Proposition 1 and 12, Theorem 483. 
Given a ring R we shall denote by RI the usual extension of 
obtain a ring with an identity element, even if R already has an identity 
element. The ring of integers Z is a Jacobson ring. This fact is used in the 
proof of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSrTION 2. The extension R1 is a jacobson ring if and only if is 0 
Jacobson ring. 
of. Let RRI be a Jacobson ring. The ring is isomorphic to an ideal 
of and so, by Proposition 1, R is a Jacobson rmg. 
Conversely, if R is a Jacobson ring, then R1 is an extension of a Jacobson 
ring R by the Jacobson ring 2. Since radical classes are closed under such 
extensions we have that R1 is a Jacobson ring. 
COROLLARY 2. In a ring RI, p(R1) = p(R)l. 
Boof. By Proposition 2 p(R)” is a Jacobson ring and an ideal of 
p(R)” C p(Rl). However Rl/p(R)l g R/p(R) so p(R)l 2 p(R”). 
ROPOSITION 3. A ring R is a Jacobson kg ;J and only if, ~QY any n, the 
matrix aring I&(R) is a Jacobson ring. 
PYOO~. Suppose that R is a Jacobson ring. By Proposition 2 R’- i 
Jacobson ring. Any homomorphic image of ~~(~~) is of the form A&( 
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where Rr is an image of RI. The ring Rr is Jacobson and so the prime radical 
coincides with the Jacobson radical in this ring. Hence these two radicals 
coincide in M,(Ri). Thus M,(Rl) . IS a ace J b son ring and from Proposition 1 
M,(R) is a Jacobson ring. 
Conversely, suppose that M%(R) . IS a ace J b son ring. By the preceding case 
n/r,(Z) is a Jacobson ring so that ll&(Rl), being an extension of J&(R) by 
M%(Z), is a Jacobson ring. If I is a prime ideal of RI, then M,(Rl/I) is prime 
and so semiprimitive. Thus Rip is semiprimitive and R1 is a Jacobson ring. 
Finally, by Proposition 1, R is a Jacobson ring. 
COROLLARY 3. Given a ring R, p(M,(R)) = MJp(R)). 
Proof. This result follows immediately from Proposition 3 and [6, 
Lemma 81. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
The proof of the main theorem depends upon the following lemmas which 
have been separated out from the proof of the theorem. The first of these 
lemmas is probably well-known. 
If f E R[x], then we shall denote the degree off by y The set of all poly- 
nomials in R[x] of degree < K will be denoted by D, . 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a Gng andI be a nonzero ideal of R[x]. If a is of minimaI 
degree > 0 in I and 01 is the leading coej%ient of a, then olR[x]a = aR[x]a: and 
ara = arolfor every I E R. If 0 # f E I and “f = k, then there is d E R[x] and 
an integer v < k - n + 1, where n = ‘a, such that fa” = da. 
Proof. For Y E R”(olra - ara) < n and so ara = aYa and likewise 
aa = aa. Hence olR[x]a = aR[x]ol. 
We prove the second part by induction on k. Let us denote the leading 
coefficient off by v. If k = n then fa - qoa E I and has degree < n. Thus 
fa = cpa. We assume now that the result holds for k = m and take f to be of 
degree m + 1. Then s = fa - yax m+l-e E I and has degree < m + 1. 
By hypothesis s@ = eawhereeER[x]andu<m-n+l.Then 
where v = u + 1 < (m + 1) - n + 1. Since cuz = sol, fa" = da, where 
d = e + ~nol~x~+~-~. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a Gng, P a prime ideal of R[x] such that P n R = 0, 
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and I an ideal of R[x] with I1 P. If for somne m > 0,P n D, = P n D,, f 0, 
thenIned,=PnD,foraElk~~. 
Proof. This result is also proved by induction. Suppose that I n D, = 
.P n DI, for some k >, m. Let J E I, g E P with Leading coefiicients p, y, 
respectively, and “f = “g = k + 1. Then for any Y E R fry - qq E In D, = 
n D, so that fry E P. Hence fR[x]y C I4 and so e er fEP or REP. 
mceP~W=Owehavef~PandI~Q..,=P~~ +l from which the 
result follows. 
b3MMA 3. Let x be a prime jacobsort r&g with a li, P a no%zero prime 
ideal of R[x] such that P pi R = 0, and I am ideal of W zk’jz I3 P. ?%eu 
PC-lRfQ. 
Proof. Let a be a polynomial of least degree > 0 in I. If every such 
polynomial is in P then I n I), = P CT D, , where n = ‘a. From Lemma 2 
we have I n D, = P n D, for every k 2 n. Thus 2 = P which is a contra- 
diction. We choose a 6 P. 
Let b be any polynomial of least degree 3 0 in P. From 
for same d E R[x] and integer v < m - n + 1, where nz = “6. If di is a 
ent in d such that dim = 0, then dia E I and “(&a) < ‘a so &a = 0. 
either baV = 0 or we can choose d so that dia! # 0 for each nonzero 
co&cient in d. With this d we have ‘(da) = “d + Oa >, “d. 
Now P 2 bc?R[x]ol = daR[x]ol = dmR[x]a, by Lemma 1. Since P is prime 
either kt E P or dol E P. With a as chosen we must have dol E P. Further if 
bcx” # 0 so that d is chosen as above we have “b 3 “(ba”) = “(da) > “d. On 
the other hand dol is a nonzero member of P so that “d = “(dm) 3 “6. Thus 
“b = “(da) = “H + ‘a = “d and a is of degree zero. Therefore 0 f a EI n R 
as required. 
The remaining possibility to eliminate is that for every polynomial b of 
least degree > 0 in P whenever bav = da, with v < m - z + 1, bag = 0. 
Moreover this is to be the case no matter which a EP\P and of least degree 
> 0 in I is chosen. 
For given a and b choose w so that b# = 0 but baw-l # 0. Let j? be the 
leading coefficient of b. Then /&w-l # 0 by the usual degree argument. 
Also, for any Y E R, either bol”-% = 0 or baW-% is of minimal degree > 0 
in P. In the latter case there is 26 < m - 1z + 1 such that b#+-l@ = 0. 
Therefore, for every r E R, b@-%@-“+l = 0 and, in particular, 
@p--:y~m--n+l = Q* JLJ owever R is a prime ring and ,&xW--I f 0 so we must 
have urn--a+1 = 0. Hence if a E~\P is of least degree > 0 in I anid 0: is the 
leading coefficient of a, then o~m-~+l = 0. 
Consider the ideals I, and P, of R, where I, is the set of aPI leading coefE- 
cients of polynomials of degree n in I together with 0 and P, is similarly 
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defined with respect to P. It is clear that I, = In D, and P, = P n D, so 
that I, 3 P, . The preceding paragraph shows that In/Pm is a nil ring (we 
do not need the fact that there is a bound to the degree of nilpotence). 
The ring R is a Jacobson ring and so, by Proposition 1, I, is a Jacobson ring. 
But In/P% is a non-zero Jacobson radical ring and so a lower nil radical ring. 
The quotient In/P* must contain a nonzero ideal with trivial multiplication. 
In fact there is an ideal A of R such that P, C A C1, and A2 _C P, . 
Pick 01 E A\P, and a E I n D, with 01 as its leading coefficient. Then, for 
any Y E R, olrol E A2 C P, so there is t E P with the coefficient of xn equal to 
OIY~~ and either “t = n or t = 0 (if olra! = 0). Hence ara - t E I and 
‘(ayoI - t) < n so ar~l = t E P. Thus aR[xJx1oI _CP. But P is a prime ideal 
and a $ P so Q! E P n R = 0. This is a contradiction since 016 P, . The last 
possibility has now beem eliminated and the lemma proved. 
Remark. If R does not have an identity element, then the above argument 
can be modified, principally in the last paragraph, so that the result of the 
lemma still holds. 
LEMMA 4. Let R and P as in Lemma 3. Let J 2 P be the ideal of R[x] such 
that J/P is the Jacobson radical of R[x]/P. Then J n R = 0. 
Proof. Let m be the degree of the polynomials of least degree > 0 in P. 
The ideal P, of R is the set of all leading coefficients of polynomials of degree 
m in P together with 0. The set of maximal right ideals of R is partitioned 
into the set &‘r , those that do not contain P, , and A2 , those that do contain 
P, . We show that if ME&~ , then there is a maximal right ideal M* of 
R[x] with M* 2 P and M* n R = M. 
ForM~&r,M+P,==RsothatthereisO#pEP,withl--EM. 
Let b E P be a polynomial of degree m with /3 as its leading coefficient. 
Applying Lemma 1 we have ,f3b = b,B and if g E P, then there is d E R[x] 
and an integer v such that gp” = db. Furthermore 1 - p” E M. 
Consider the right ideal I = M[x] + P of R[x]. If I = R[x] then 1 = s + g 
for some s E M[x] and g E P. Thus p” = sp” + gp = sp” + db and, since 
1 - p” EM, 1 - db E M[x]. Since 1 .$ M[x], d $ M[x]. From among all the 
polynomials d such that 1 - db E M[ x c ] h oose, one of minimal degree, k say, 
with leading coefficient 6. 
Since P n R = 0 we have “b > 0 and so 1 - db G M[x] implies S/3 E M. 
Further (1 - db) /3 = p - db/3 E M[x] and 1 - p E M so that 1 - db@ = 
1 - dpb E M[x]. Th us if e = d,8 - S&a+, then 1 - eb E M[x]. But ‘e < “d 
contradicts the minimality of the degree of d. We therefore conclude that 
I f: R[x]. 
Let M* be a maximal right ideal of R[x] containing I. Then P i_c M* and 
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also M C M* so that M* n R = M. Hence if n/B E AI ) then M = 
M”nR3_JnR. 
On the other hand if M G A2 , then M 2 Pm ) so that if we consider the 
intersection of all the maximal right ideals of R, this intersection contains 
(JnR)nPm2(JnR)Pm. However the intersection of all the maximal 
right ideals of R is its Jacobson radical and so zero since is a prime Jacobson 
ring. Then (J n R)Pm A 0 and, since ?, f 8, J n W = 0. 
Remark. We have not used in the proof of Lemma 4 the hypothesis that 
.P is a prime ideal of R[xl; it would be sufficient for P to be a nonzero i 
THEOREM. R is a Jacobson ring if and only if [x] is a Jacobson nkg. 
Proof. Since the class of Jacobson rings is closed under homomor~b~sms 
R[x] Jacobson implies that R is a Jacobson ring. 
For the converse assume that R is a Jacobson ring, which, by Proposition 2% 
we can take to have identity element. We shall w that every prime image 
semiprimitive. If P is a prime ideal o 
and there is a natural homomorphis 
nel of which is a prime ideal of ( 
(P n R) is zero. Hence we need only consider the case where 
R is a prime Jacobson ring with an identity element, for 
all these properties are possessed by R/(P n R) in the general case above. 
If P = 0, then R[x] is semiprimitive. This is a consequence of Amitsur’s 
theorem [4, Theorem 6.1. I.] since R, being a prime Jacobson ring, has no 
nonzero nil ideals. 
If P j; 0 and J/P is the Jacobson radical of R[x]jP, then 
Lemma 4. Now J 2 P and from Lemma 3 we have that J 
is semiprimitive and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 4. IJ'R is a Jacobson ring, then so also is the nkg R[x, ) x2 I.. . , xpl] 
where the xi ,‘..) x, are commuting indetevminates. 
It should be noted that this Corollary, does not include the results of 
Amitsur and Procesi [I, 51 who considered extensions where the xi’s were 
required to commute with the members of but not necessarily with each 
other. 
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